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Report Summary

46%
market potential (overall)

6.5
track rating

Market Potential is the most important commercial indicator for your track. It gives a definitive
prediction of commercial success within the market and is presented as a percentage between 0%
and 85%. You're looking for a minimum of 65% to have a chance of chart success.*

The Market Potential classification indicates where the track is positioned among over 100,000
other tracks.

* Chart success assumes a reasonable promotional budget. It should also be noted that the relative
success of a single is also directly related to the existing profile of an artist.

The Track Rating is the overall rating for your track as calculated from the weighted average of all
the reviewers' ratings. This simply measures how "good" the track is overall (not necessarily the
Market Potential).
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presented as a percentage between 0% and 85%. You're looking for a
minimum of 65% to have a chance of chart success.*
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among over 100,000 other tracks.
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6.5
track rating

This is the overall rating for your track as calculated from the weighted
average of all the reviewers’ ratings. This simply measures how “good” the
track is overall (not necessarily the Market Potential).

Overall Ratings



Review Analysis

Song Element Analysis

This data is generated using a technology that automatically “reads” all your reviews and
identifies which elements of your track reviewers are commenting on most. It then uses advanced
sentiment analysis technology to establish whether the overall sentiment is positive or negative.
This analysis is particularly useful to help identify which elements of your track could be improved.
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Word Cloud

This visualization reveals what emotions and key themes reviewers mentioned most often in their
reviews. The larger the word, the more often it was used by reviewers when describing your track.

tone sung melody lyrics production guitar solo strong mix
instruments love piano starts instrumental singer range enjoy beat amazing



Rating: 7 I like the tone build-up of the song. I wish that the song was a little louder.
The song needs to be sung with a passionate tone of voice to go with the
melody of the music. The entire melody of the song was nice. I would listen to
it again.

Rating: 6 The honest and meaningful tone of the vocals helps make the lyrics feel more
meaningful and believable. The simplistic instrumentals and production on the
song compliment the vocals well. The guitar solo is impressive and sounds
really cool. The vocal tone is strong and delivers the lyrics well

Rating: 6 An exciting mix of stimulating instruments come into focus, whilst the melodic
vocals erupt in a lively fashion. This track has a very soothing quality,
proceeding in a gentle motion. The electric guitar solo brings a thrilling effect
to the song. The lyrics are engaging.

Rating: 3 I knew I wasn't going to love this one as soon as the guitar playing started up,
I really can't get on bard with these guitar effects, it's like the guitar sounds
bland on purpose, The piano has such a strange EQ on it, its hard to love, the
vocals are very strong but there's not much of a melody to latch onto :/

Rating: 9 I like how the song starts with a bit of intensity. It has a bit of an older, more
nostalgic feel to it, almost like it came out of a musical or movie score. His
voice has a really nice quality to it that fits well with the simplicity of the
music.

Rating: 7 This song starts off nice with the piano sound in the instrumental and the
artist singing. This song has great vocals and the artist did great singing. I
would rate this track a 7 out of 10 because its not my type of track to listen
to. This is a great song overall but I just don’t like it much.

Rating: 6 the piano at the start sounds groovy, and again reminds me of Elton John’s
work. the singer also reminds me of Freddie mercury of Queen. i can imagine
that this song would be great to hear at a live concert. the lyrics sound sad, as
if the singer has gone through a recent breakup. he sounds passionate yet
longing for the past.

Rating: 2 The song starts out right out of the gate with the slow ferocity throughout the
whole song. The singer's voice is clear and strong, but something just seems
off about the way he's singing. It starts off almost like a show tune as if he's in
vegas singing.

Rating: 6 The artist in this song starts off singing immediately, it could improve the
song slightly more if there were more instrumentals in the very beginning and
then the artist were to begin singing. Other than that the producer did an
overall good job and the vocals were done well.

Reviews

These are the comments provided by the 42 music fans and consumers who listened to your track
online and left their track rating and written review.



Rating: 8 A well recorded track with good production values. It has a score with a good
composition that is sonorously and vibrantly arranged. The lead singer has a
very good tone, pitch, volume and sustain. He also has a convincing
character. Nice guitar solo in the bridge.

Rating: 8 This was an interesting alternative rock ballad. It has a killer guitar solo. I
really do like how the song is put together. I think the lyrics and chorus is
pretty good. I kind of want the singer's voice to be a little meaner if that
makes sense. I want a little more glam rock or grunge style in the voice. Not a
bad song by any means.

Rating: 8 Smooth opening, The song has a slow start. The artist has a good range to
thier voice and the backing singers voices compliment the main artist well.
The lyrics are clearly sung and are understandable, relatable. The chorus
really picks up and is sung with passion and personality. This is an original
sounding and relaxing song to listen to. I like the guitar section. it
compliments the rest of the song well.

Rating: 5 I actually like this song a little.. its not my typical sound but the vocals are
pretty cool. The beats are good as well and I could see myself listening to this
more than once but personally I wouldn't add this to my playlists but that's
me.

Rating: 10 This song has so many different styles going on. It is so fun! This song
demonstrates how strong of an influence Paul McCartney and Elton John have
on music today, but I'm not complaining. Great job on the production of this
song, I loved it!

Rating: 7 my favorite part of the song has to be the lyrics. I think they’re very
sentimental and emotional which I really enjoy and can relate to. I love the
emotion within the song and can tell that the artist really relates to the lyrics.
It’s very powerful and beautiful which I really enjoy.

Rating: 3 very strong vocals and I like the guitar note playing in the back. I could see
this being played at a sold out concert where millions of people come
together to enjoy this very well put togther body of work. The only thing i
would maybe add is a piano note playing somehwere on here.

Rating: 6 The vocals remind me a bit of Styx. The track has a very washed out type of
mix. It needs a much more dynamic sound. The vocals are good. They sound
too thin in the mix. The lyrics are fine. The piano needs to have a better tone
as well.

Rating: 8 The instrumental is great. We can hear all the instruments that are being
played. The voices in the back give a nice style to the song. The production is
great as well, I can see it being played in movies, so reaching a nice level for
commerical potention

Rating: 8 Interesting form of introduction. The performer has an impressive vocal range
and is well controlled. I don't have any real feedback to give. The music and
beat were well produced. The vocals and lyrics suit the song immensely well.
Although, it would have liked the guitar solo to be a bit louder than the piano/
keyboard



Rating: 7 Whew! That first line "I love you" sounded like silk! This artist(s) has a nice
voice. The piano and guitars are blended together harmoniously on the
instrumental. The lyrics sound as though they came from the heart. I
definitely can see this song being used in a turning point during a romantic
scene in a TV show/movie.

Rating: 7 I hear some nice emotion in the vocal right away, but vocals are being
covered up and muddied by what sounds like the guitar track. Mostly, I think
the issue is a lot of mid frequencies in the guitar. Things feel a little clearer
after thirty five seconds. I'm noticing the vocal melodies is constantly holding
notes out for a really long time and wavers a bit at the end of the held note.
Initially the held notes have a nice effect, but it gets to be too much when it's
every line of the song. It also can be a little hard to understand the lyrics at
times the instrumentation almost feels more in front of the mix than the vocal.
Some nice guitar playing in the solo around two minutes and thirty seconds.

Rating: 6 ooh, I’m immediately drawn in by the singers voice and the piano. i get a bit
bored around the midway point, there needs to be a bit more buildup and
emphasis in the singing. there isnt a ton of emotion in the singing. it falls a bit
flat, but theres certiantly potential here!

Rating: 3 Kickass voice! The lyrics are not what I wanted. Sounds kind of theatrical. It
would be a great song for a musical. Right singer but wrong song.
Instrumental is not great either. Not liking the song at all. The vocalist need to
ditch the song and band and do his own thing.

Rating: 10 the song gives you old music vibes. like decades old. it features a beautiful
beat and melody with an artist that knows his way around a microphone. the
air guitar sounds amazing as well. the voal range of the artist is superb as
well. great song.

Rating: 7 it already starts with an impactful and very loving phrase, the vocal is very
determined and gives a feeling of vivacity to the music, a certain vibration,
this is very good, the guitar solo is wonderful, it just lacks a tune between the
instruments. but the music is good.

Rating: 5 classical music styled but it sucks and bringing the music with the background
together which is common for a song where the vocal parts are part of the
major entry way into the song for the music. I wouldnt recommend because it
is not my taste.

Rating: 10 This song is just literally my soul. I love the beat. the voices are everything
and so is their verses. The beat is on track and everything about it is just
amazing. I really do like this type of song. I really like the instrments in it too.
Its all just awesome and i cant wait to hear it again.

Rating: 9 Not too bad! Puts a good twist on the classic acoustic genre of music, the
guitar's solos were absolutely great-sounding, really played well along with
the piano, the lyrics were strange, in a good way, and the singer's voice is
actually quite enjoyable as well, all around, a really good and simple song, I
would totally listen to it again!

Rating: 9 The song started off soft. It has a 70's vibe to it. It sounds like a nice cut away
scene for a movie or tv show. This song would be great for movie or tv
concepts. the guitar solo was great. It would be a song that would be on my
playlist.



Rating: 9 Such and amazing song so smooth and rich, i love the beat of the song. this
gives me like breakfast club vibes, or one of those old 90's-2000's movies like
a cinderella story with Hillary Duff. The vocls of the artist sound amazing as
well!

Rating: 5 The vocal delivery kind of whines in the chorus. Overall, the lyrics and vocal
delivery tends to ramble along without really resonating. The song has no
shape, the form seems jumbled and all over. The guitar solo is good, however.
And the individual pieces of music are quite good.

Rating: 7 This song sounds quite 80s. I love 80s music, but it does date the song. It
doesn't feel fresh and modern. I like the lyrics, and I think they'd be relatable
to a lot of people. The rhythm is good, and the vocal is strong. He has a good
voice.

Rating: 6 the singer has a great voice. he really shows that he has a good vocal range,
especially with the high notes. i enjoy how they kept the instruments simple
so it did not out do his voice. the harmonising in the background was my
favourite part because it sounded so peaceful!

Rating: 10 Your lyrics are very beautiful you took a nice time to work on this song. Loving
the flow of every thing it is relaxed and seems like a intro for a movie or some
thing with some sort of flash back you did a good job working every thing
through.

Rating: 8 I can't quite tell what genre this song is. It sounds like a twist between the
70's and 80's. The artist's voice reminds me of the 70's and the guitar
throughout reminds me of the 80's. I love the guitar solo more than a half way
through the song. I think that was my absolute favorite part of the song.

Rating: 1 The singer projects his voice quite well however I cannot say that I enjoyed
the singing performance. When he rose and energy he was hitting no ranges
but losing clarity and lyrical pronunciation. The singer moves his voice with
the melody of the music which overall had a very basic flow to it. It did not
feel original. Also the lyrics did not fit as puzzle pieces to make the piece a
whole pie in regards to enjoyable entertainment to me I could not get into it
they were not attractive.

Rating: 5 This track gives me an eighties feel for some reason and which i like it a lot.
He has a great voice so much power behind it as he sings the lyrics. This is an
awesome love ballet to enjoy and the blending of the vocals in the back is
great.

Rating: 10 i like how the song went straight into the vocals in sync with the instrumental.
The song is sung well with meaning. The lyrics are easy to relate to and have
meaning. The instruments being sued are clear, vibrant and well produced. I
like how the guitar, drums and piano are being played together. The guitar
solo is very decent and soothing as well. A nice country style blues song.

Rating: 6 This song feels like it's in a weird time signature, mostly because the auxiliary
percussion feels like it is a half beat off at times. The vocalist has a very cool
voice though, and I love the harmonization of the background vocals in the
prechorus.

Rating: 1 The lyrics do not really make sense to begin with. The lyrics feel way to slow
for the beat. The lyrics should be slowed down or stretched out longer to
make the speed of the beat. This is not a very good song in my opion



Rating: 9 relaxing down to earth chill type of song strongly suggest. makes me want to
sit there and stare at the night sky. I could see myself listening to this often as
I lay awake trying to fall asleep. 9/10 I would definitely add to my playlist. its
a pop mixed with jazz kind of song got a bit of a blues filling.
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